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Because an English teacher's work involves
communication at the highest level with the past, present, and
future, he must be more sensitive than other men to changes in the
communicative process. The communication approaches of the classical
period, dialogue and argumentation, gave way to a more "manuscript
culture" in the Middle Ages, and, by modern times, books had almost
completely replaced oral communication. Today, however, communication
by sound is enjoying a revitalization. This trend is illustrated in ,
the new emphasis on spoken language, in the audio-visual resourre--
available in libraries and homes, and in the enormous,infl-tignce of
radio and television. The heightening of the oral7a0sral element has
subtly enlarged the personalist element ij),A-rafican culture. The TV
discussion show, the emphasis on perseirglity problems, and the
perpetual search for personal identity reflect this self-conscious
personalism. For language and literature study, the cultural change
has shifted the focus from rhetoric back to dialogue and has
underlined the importance of voice in human activities. To respond
today to literature and culture, the teacher must seriously reflect
on contemporary communications media. (LH)
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I
From the time of ancient Greece, com-

munication processes have always been at
:lie center of Western education. Early
academic study focused on grammar, which
gave birth to rhetoric. Rhetoric formed a
matrix for dialectic and logic, and all these
conjointly help shape physics and medi-
cine, and ultimately modern science.
Through the Middle Ages, the Renaissance,
and into the nineteenth centry, education
began with grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic
or logic, the artes sermocinales or com-
munication arts.

Teachers are still especially interested in
communication, not merely because they
are incidentally involved with the process
but became their work itself is conununica-
don par excellence. At the point where
teaching is going on, the knowledge which
men have accumulated and communicated
to one another out of the past thousands
or hundreds of thousands of years is being
communicated again to inexperienced
youth, to give this youth that experience
reaching far back beyond one's own years
which sociologists call culture. But as
teachers channel this knowled ?e to suc-
ceeding ages, they do so by talking it over,
rethinking it and recommunicating it
among themselves. In the person of the
teacher, who is the depository and com-
municator of knowledge, mankind con-

stantly reviews what it knows, revahiates
its knowledge, revises it, detects its de-
ficiencies, and sets up the framework for
new discoveries.

The teacher's work involves him in a
constant interior dialogue with the past,
the present, and the future. Since the only
source of knowledge is the experience we
have had up to the .present time, or in
other words past experience, he has to com-
municate with the past, to raid it for what
it has to tell him. With his students, he
puts out feelers into the future to orient
his knowledge effectively. And he has to
bring his knowledge of past and future into
focus within the present system of com-
munication, the one in which he has ac-
tually to do his teaching.

Hence it is not strange that teachers are
sensitive more than other men to changes
in communication processes. And teachers
in the field of language and literature are
most sensitive of all. In these fields a great
deal of restlessness is observable today. The
furor about why Johnny can or cannot
read, the agitation concerning foreign lan-
guage programs, the tendency of structural
linguistics to replace older grammar, and
the general overhauling of language-teach-
ing and literature-teaching processes which
has been taking place for the past thirty
years or more are symptoms that something
is istirring. What is it?
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Probably a great many things are stir-
ring; but it is certain that many of them
can be summed up by saying that we are
leaving the Gutenberg era behind us. As
we move further into a technological civili-
zation, we meet with abundant signs that
the relationship between the teacher and
the printed word and hence those between
the teacher and a large area of communica-
tion, which includes practically all of what
we generally mean by "literature," are no
longer what they used to be. These rela-
tionships were set up in the Renaissance
when a typographical civilization appeared,
climaxing the intense development of a
manuscript culture which had marked the
preceding Middle Ages. The present swing
is to oral forms in communication, with
radio, television (oral in its commitments
as compared to typography), public ad-
dress and inter -coin systems, or voice
recordings (to replace or supplement short-
hand, longhand typing, or print). As a
result of this swing, older relationships are
undergoing a profound, if not often per-
ceptible, realignment.

Early teaching was aural and oral in
cast. Socrates taught by means of person-
to-person dialogue. Although Plato in great
part extinguished this dialogue when he
and his followers captured, stiffened, and
mounted it on the written page, he never-
theless thought of himself as preserving
dialogue itself by preserving its form or
"idea." And although Aristotle seems to
have moved further away from the dialogue
form than Plato, a careful and astute read-
ing of his works by Werner Jaeger, Joseph
Owens, and others has shown how strongly
the dialogic approach persists in them.
Cicero's whole framework of culture was
oral in a way in which the text-oriented
Renaissance Ciceronianism could never be.
To bring Greek culture to Rome, Cicero
did not simply read books but went to
Athens to listen to the oral exposition of
philosophy there and thus to learn what to
transmit viva voce to his compatriots. It is
well known that Cicero first spoke what
he had to communicate, delivering his
orations first and writing them afterwards.
St. Augustine remains similarly oriented.
He was disillusioned less by Manichean

writings than he was at the oral presentation
of Manichean teaching by Faustus, who,
after exciting the highest hopes, explained
so little and so unconvincingly. When
Augustine heard the fateful words, Talk
et kgewe know from what he has to say
elsewhere about reading habits in his day
he took up the Scriptures and read to him-
selfaloud.

By contrast with the ancient world, the
Middle Ages produced a more purely
manuscript culture. But their teaching
methods retained massive oral-aural com-
mitments. Socrates' dialogue, to be sure,
was reduced to the university master's
monologue, eventually styled a "lecture"
or "reading," since it was typically a com-
mentary on a written worked,. itself . re?

igarded-iisomething committed or to be
committed to writing. Yet the practice of
testing intellectual prowess by oral methods
alone, such as disputations, was retained.
Written assignments or written examina-
tions after grammar school remained un-
known and apparently unthought of. A the-
sis was not something one wrote but
something one asserted and defended orally
as one's inaugural act upon induction into
the teaching profession. Medieval culture
is thus a transitional culture, oral-aural at
root but scriptural in bent

The printed page completed the peda-
gogical shift away from the oral. It silenced
the medieval disputation and, as Marshall
McLuhan so well put it in the volume Mass
Culture, "created the solitary student," and
the school textbook as well. From the
beginnings of printing the greatest source
of revenue for book publishers has been
the classroom and its purlieus. Early pub-
lishers liked to ally themselves with hu-
manist educators. The massive plaque on
Erasmus's tomb in the Munster at Basel is
erected by three grateful publishers whom
he helped make affluent: Amerbachius,
Frobenius, and Episcopius. At a time when
not more than a few pages of any book

icould be kept standing in type at any one
time, the Virechel firm of Paris and Frank-
fort-on-the-Main published at least one
hundred and seventy-two editions of one
or another work, almost all for classroom
or academic use, by Peter Ramus and his
literary lieutenant Omer Talon (Taint's).
Erasmus, Rams, and Talon site only three
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among thousands of textbook authors
whose works are published and rcad more
than those of almost any "literary" writer.

The connection between printing and
teaching was from the beginning as subtle
and profound as it was financially success-
ful. The notion of "storing" unassembled
letters (and consequently dismantled words
and books) in "fonts" of prefabricated
type, which lies at the heart of, the typo-
graphical developments of the fifteenth
century, exhibits a close psychological con-
nection with the doctrine of the loci
communes ("commonplaces" or simply
"places") taught in rhetoric and dialectic
or logic classes in fifteenth-century school-
rooms. One "drew arguments" from the
places as one drew type from a font. As
the printed book took over, and with it
faster and faster silent reading habits, the
commitment to eloquence and oral mtpres-
sion lingering as a Heritage from the Ren-
aissance devotion to classical antiquity
became, more and more, lip service. The
"elocution contests" of a generation or two
ago were the dying gasps of the old tradi-
tion. It seemed that the printed book had
won the day.

It still seems so in the sense that it is
unlikely that printing (or its recent mani-
fold variants such as mimeographing or
planoraphing) will ever be done away
with in teaching or elsewhere generally. It
is incontestably convenient to have the
spoken word frozen in space, and frozen in
exactly the same space for everyone among
one's auditors. The teacher is not likely to
forego the luxury of being able to say,
"Everyone now turn to page 83, line 4
from the top, and look at the third word
from the left." This luxury is too hard-won.
For such a directive was entirely impossible
before the invention of printing, when, if
the students had manuscript books, every
book would have every word in a different
place from every other book. Except in
certain academic horror stories, no one
really seems convinced that the modern
world is going to regress into a pretypo:
graphical or a preliterate culture. What is
happening is more complicated than this.
If students are losing their hold on reading
and on grammar, this is in great part

ibecause, in their relationship to the other
items involved in communication, reading

and grammar are not what they used to be.'
They are still there, and will be, but the
constellation in which they exist is shifting
its formation.

III

One of the principal causes of the shift
in status of reading and grammar is the
increased importance of oral-aural com-
munication in our technological society.
It is paradoxical that a society given so
much to the use of diagrams and to the
maneuvering of objects in space (from
giant aircraft to atoms) should at the same
time develop means of communication
which specialize not in sight but in sound.
Yet the signs of a shift are everywhere.
Grammar, which was originally the study
of written language (gramma in Greek
means a letter of the alphabet) and which,
as normative grammar, has rules based less
upon what speaking people do when they
talk than upon what literate people do
when they write, is yielding to linguistics,
which, while it includes grammar, is rooted
in the study of oral performance. The
trend toward discussion groups has been
under way for a long time. It manifests
itself not only in the classroom under such
guises as "Deweyism," but also in business,
where meetings of all sorts have multiplied
beyond calculation in the course of the
recent managerial revolution. The same
elaborate business organizations which solve
many of their problems by computing
machines have found that back of the Um-
vac there must be large-scale and deliberate
confrontation of person with person. biter-
est in group dynamics serves as a counter-
balance to electronic computers. Often the
most efficient way to attack a problem has
been found to be the "brainstorming" ses-
sion, where members of a group stimulated
by the rest of the group as an audience,
suggest orally whatever solution to a prac-
tical problem may stray through their
heads, no matter how zany the solution
may at first blush appear.

Libraries themselves have undergone sig-
nificant reorientations. The oldstyle Ren-
aissance public or semi-public library, with
its books chained to keep the users from
carrying .them away, yielded some years
ago to the lending library. Both' these
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institutions were spectacularly quiet. The
new library makes allowance for noise, and
utilizes noise. It includes seminar rooms and
all-purpose rooms for larger meetings.
Acoustic insulation, of course, has made
these possible. But, by whatever means the
effect has been achieved, libraries have re-
cently become places where people can get
together to talk. Our attitude toward books,
our concept of what they are, is sure to be
affected by such a change, especially as
more libraries are being run on an open-
stack plan. Librarians, including librarians
of early lending libraries, until recently
appear to have existed chiefly to keep books
in the library, from which they would
issue them with ill-concealed reluctance,
placated only by thought of the savage
reprisals which would result if the books
were not returned by the detested bor-
rower almost immediately. Today's librar-
ians all want books to go out and feel
frustrated if they do not The result is that
more and more books are now read hs a
world alive with sound, to musical back-
grounds provided by radios and hi-fi sets.

The oral-aural emphases of today run
counter to certain typical phenomena of
the Gutenberg era as diverse as the inven-
tion of printing and the exploration and
observation of the surface of the globe.
These activities reached their peak togther,
and both focused attention in space and
thus vaunted sight The microscope and
telescope, developed as epiphenomena of
printing and exploration, did the same. But
a new age is upon us, and its shift from
sight-emphasis to increased sound -emphasis

this entire area from the diffusion of
e word to the exploration of one's sur-

roundings. In the realm of words dicta-
phones replace shorthand writing, and audio
charge systems replace written library
records. Exploration no longer depends on
moving the human body through space.
It is conducted by radar and radio-
telescopes (more informative in many ways
than visual-type telescopes), and by sput-
niks, which are launched into space as little
speaking voices. In these devices sight, of
course, plays a role, but no longer so =-
elusive a role as before. Press reports on
the first nearly successful moon rocket
noted that at its apogee it could not be
seen even with the most powerful. lens
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telescope on earth, but that it could be
heard.

In their whole trend, modern develop-
ments in communications, while they have
not slighted the visual, have given more
play to the oral-aural, which a purely typo-.
graphical culture had reduced to a record
minimum in human life. The sequence of
development running from silent print
through audio-visual telegraph to the com-
pletely aural radio is an obvious instance of
increasing aural dominance. Even television
belongs partially in this visual-to-aural
series, being only equivocally a regression
to visualism. For the visual element in tele-
vision is severely limited. The amount of
detail feasible on a television screen is far
less than that visible on a movie screen and
not remotely comparable to that tolerable
and easily discernible in photographs. De-
tails on television have to be filled in
aurally, by explicit vocal explanation or by
suggestion through music and sound effects.
Silent television is hardly an engaging pros-
pect.

IV
Heightening the oral-aural element in a

culture does much more than merely de-
emphasize vision. It subtly heightens the
personalist element in a culture. For the
plenary development of sound, the human

ivoice, is a manifestation of the person.
Even more than it is a manifestation of an
understanding of objects, speech is a calling
of one person to another, of an interior to
an interior. Sight presents always surfaces,
presents even depth as a lamination of
surfaces, whereas sound presents always
interiors, for sound is impossible without
some resonance. The post-Baconian pre-
occupation with sight and "observation"
produced the world of the Enlightenment,
a world of objects and things without-con-
vincing personal presences, giving us the
strangely silent universe which Newtonian
physics and Deism both supposed. Printing
was the harbinger of this Newtonian world,
for printing is spectacularly allied with
surface or "object" treatment of reality.
Picasso's collages use bits of printed post-
ers or newspapers to establish a sense of flat
surface because print is sensed as indissolu-
bly allied with surface. Scraps of printing
in. the collages serve precisely the function
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of returning the eye from the pe pecube
depths in other parts of the assemblage to
the' plane surface of the paintingit is
unconvincing to imagine print on anything
other than something relatively flat and
smooth.

Strangely enough, although it is in part
a visualist development, television has
moved away from this effect of print. It
has been a personalizing, not an obj
ing, medium. The discussion panel, with its
interchange of personalities, is properly a
television phenomenon. Such personal inter-
change was difficult to manage on radio,
for there individual persons could only with
difficulty be kept distinct. Hence the use
of voice was not brought to its fullest
fruition. By the same token television is s
more feasible means of education Liam
radio. This is not because it can use visual
aid devices (figures written on a blackboard
on television cannot be seen by any viewer
unless the camera is turned on themthey
lack the permanent availability of figures
on a classroom blackboard). It is because
television better implements personal rap-
port between instructor and student

But television is not the only manifesta-
tion of the growing interest in the human
person which accompanies the resurgence
of voice in our culture. Another manifesta-
tion is the self-conscious personalism of our
times. The twentieth century, from one
point of view the most mechanized of all
the ages of mankind, is from another point
of view the most personalized. No other
age has generated a whole philosophy of
personalism such as one finds in the works
of Martin Buber, Gabriel Marcel, and
others. At a much less reflective, more
superficial, and nevertheless significant
level,, no civilization before our techno-
logical civilization has given such attention
to problems of personnel and personality in
matters even of industrial performance. The
"I" and the "thou" have never been the
objects of more explicit treatment than
now. In the future, alongside the digital and
analogue computers and other mathemati-
cizing developments such as Western cul-
ture has specialized in more and more over
the past few hundred years, the human
person will receive more and more atten-
tion, not in every quarter but in significant
milieus and ways.

One may object that earlier civilizations
were, and other contemporary civilizations
are, more personal in certain aspects of
their structure than ours. Modern Arab
culture, styled by Marcel Jousse "ver-
bomotor' (verbomoteur), is still almost
exclusively personal in orientation (as a
preliterate culture must be), acting in terms
of personal loyalties and without much
"objective" insight into issues. Such cul-
tures can be both anarchical and, as Albert
Camus well knows, absorbingly interesting
from a human and literary point of view.
This is because of their personalist orienta-
tion. But from another point of view, and
an utterly basic one, such cultures leave
much to be desired in this same personality
orientation. Their respect for the elemen-
tary personal right to life can be quite

V
The influence which the present cultural

shift toward the oral-aural is having on'
language and literature study and teaching
is probably most important where it is least
crass and striking. To think of adapting
courses to present trends by exploiting as
gadgets the spectacularly evident new
mediaradio, television, tape recordings,
inter - coin is to a certain extent to miss the
point. These new media are not just new
gadgets to be employed for what we are
already doing with other less efficient
gadgets. They are part of a shift which is
inexorably affecting our very notion of
what communication itself is. The question
is not how to adapt television or tape
recording to present courses in educational
institutions or present courses to television
and tape, for the present shift is sapping the
very notion of a "course" itself. A. "course"
(Latin, moms) means a running through.
The concept of a "course" in a subject,
derivative from the process of teaching by
"running through" a text, is a relict of
manuscript and typographical culture.
Moving in a more oral-aural setting, Socra-
tes never gave a "course" in anything, and
indeed had no notion of what such a thing
as a "course" might be.

This is not to say that "courses" in lan-
guage and literature or in anything else are
on their way out. Evolution does not pro-
ceed by jettisoning earlier developments
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completely in working toward new ones. It
tends rather to preserve earlier develop-
ments, even though these may have to be
given new guises. Courses in language and
literature are evidently going to be with
us for a long time, perhaps for good.
Nevertheless, their psychological signifi-
cance

t
is undergoing subtle and complex,

but inexorable, change.
One way to express the nature of this

change is to say that the old focus of liter-
ary studies on rhetoric is being replaced
by a focus on dialogue. In ancient times,
and through the Middle Ages, the cause of
literature was the cause of rhetoricwhich
is to say the cause of the art of oratory.
Poetry and all "ornate" expression was
commonly referred to an eloquence which
was associated basically with the oration
or public speech before a group of persons.
In contrast, the dialectic which split off
from rhetoric and modulated into logic,
first in Aristotle but more definitely
through the Middle Ages, has pulled away
from literature and helped generate modern
science. The Renaissance sought to return
from dialectic to literature by re-emphasis
of eloquence and rhetoric, but the Renais-
sance effort foundered in the combined cur-
rents of an always ebullient scholasticism
and of the modern scientism so closely
related to scholasticism. Rhetoric and the
areas of communication which it repre-
sented failed to develop any mature theo-
retical structure viable in the post-New-
tonian world where neat theories seemed
to account for everything else.

For some time now the Newtonian uni-
verse has been broken down, and the result
has been a recrudescence of interest in lan-
guage and literature. But the interest no
longer centers on rhetoric, the art of per-
suasion, which in our day is much more
the province of the advertising man and
marketing specialist than of the litterateter.
The more effective ally of literature has
turned out to be the sense of dialogue
which marks important philosophical devel-
opments of our ale (and which is notably
missing or ersatz in advertising). Literature
is no longer standing so much alone as it
did when "mere" rhetoric was arrayed
against dialectic. It, is painstakingly picked
over by psychologists, physicians, sociol-
ogists, anthropologists, theologians, and
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others. Certain typically modern philoso-
phies of the "existentialist" sort have been
described as literary philosophies, con-
scious of and usingy literary form, as ex-
ploited by Camus, Marcel, Sartre, and
others. We have become explicitly aware in
our time of the intimate linkage between
the process of communication and human
thought itself. Many of the illusions of the
Enlightenment concerning private thought
and psychological privacy generally have
been dissipated since the discovery of evo-
lution, of depth psychology, and of the
processes involved in the history of human
thinking. We are intimately aware, as Gas-
ton Fessard and others have put it, that
science itself is only arrested dialogue.
Voice is not an accretion, but a necessary
adjunct or even a necessary dimension of
human thinking. (It should be added that
the "dialogue" meant here is neither medi-
eval dialectic nor Hegelian dialectic, al-
though it is related somewhat to both. Dia-
logue refers here to actual vocal exchange
between person and person.)

It is through awareness of the paramount
role of voice in human activity that stu-
dents of English or of any other language
today must seek to understand the reacti-
vation of the oral-aural element in human
culture. Voice is coming into its own as
never before. But the ways in which it is
doing so, and the elements in our culture
which favor voice as well as those which
militate against it, are complex in the ex-
treme. We can arm ourselves and our stu-
dents only by vigilant awareness of what is
going on about us. In particular, teachers
and students of language and literature
must cultivate sensitivity to the more pro-
found significance of the media of popular
culturewhich is not the same thing as
either uncritical acceptance of popular cul-
ture or entrenched hostility to all its mani-
festations. Any kind of genuine sensitivity
to literature of any age or culture has
become thoroughly impossible unless a
person has grown seriously, not phreneti-
callyreflective about contemporary com-
munications media. Men todayand, above
all, high school, college, and university
studentslive englobed in a universe of.
sound emanating from radio and hi-fi . sets
which surpasses anything any earlier human

iculture has 'mown, both in the total decibel
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output at any given moment and in inces-
sancy. Reflection on the condition of the
new media and the changes they are effect-
ing in human life will probably produce no

,

pat formulae either to describe the totality
of the present situation or to prescribe
highly simplified lines of action. But it
should enable us to live.


